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Current Context–Opportunities & Challenges
• USGS estimates that Alaska’s North Slope has more oil than any other Arctic nation
  - **OIL:** Est. 40 billion barrels of conventional oil (*USGS* & *BOEMRE*)
  - **GAS:** Est. over 200 trillion cubic feet of conventional natural gas (*USGS*)
• Alaska has world-class unconventional resources, including tens of billions of barrels of heavy oil, shale oil, and viscous oil, and hundreds of trillions of cubic feet of shale gas, tight gas, and gas hydrates

• Alaska’s North Slope has already produced more than 16 billion barrels of oil to date
• At year-end 2010, the Energy Information Agency (EIA) (federal Department of Energy) put remaining North Slope reserves at 3.7 billion barrels of oil

*Compared to most hydrocarbon basins, Alaska is relatively underexplored, with 500 exploration wells on the North Slope, compared to Wyoming’s 19,000.*
How Did Our Competition Fare When Prices Spiked?
Change in Average Daily Oil Production by State—2007-2008

- Prepared by DOR, Economic Research Group (March 18, 2013)-

Source: EIA Crude Oil Production By State. Link:
http://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/pet_crdd_crdn_adc_mbbld_m.htm
CHANGE IN AVERAGE DAILY OIL PRODUCTION BY STATE—2008-2009
- PREPARED BY DOR, ECONOMIC RESEARCH GROUP (MARCH 18, 2013)-

Source: EIA Crude Oil Production By State. Link: http://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/pet_crd_crpdn_adc_mbbld_m.htm
Change in Average Daily Oil Production by State—2009-2010

- Prepared by DOR, Economic Research Group (March 18, 2013) -

Source: EIA Crude Oil Production By State. Link:
http://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/pet_crd_crpdn_adc_mbbldm.htm
Change in Average Daily Oil Production by State—2010-2011

- Prepared by DOR, Economic Research Group (March 18, 2013)-

Source: EIA Crude Oil Production By State. Link:
http://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/pet_crd_crpdn_adc_mbbld_m.htm
Change in Average Daily Oil Production by State—2011-2012

- Prepared by DOR, Economic Research Group (March 18, 2013)-

Source: EIA Crude Oil Production By State. Link:
http://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/pet_crdd_crpdn_adc_mbbpd_m.htm
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Capital Investment & the U.S. Energy Renaissance

- Global and U.S. hydrocarbon boom
- IEA World Energy Outlook 2012 – U.S. to overtake Saudi Arabia and Russia to become the world’s largest global oil producer by the second half of this decade
  - Congressional Research Service report found that since 2007, all increases in U.S. oil and gas production occurred outside federally controlled areas, with oil and gas production on federal lands decreasing by 7% and 33% respectively
- Financial Times, November 12, 2012 – “U.S. set to become biggest oil producer”
- Financial Times, December 27, 2012 – “Oil and gas – hey big spenders”
  - 2012 - $600 billion on exploration and production in oil and gas industry
  - 2013 projected - $650 billion on exploration and production in oil and gas industry
  - Alaska - one of the world’s great hydrocarbon basins – accounted approximately half of 1% of these expenditures in 2012

* North Slope based on tax return information; U.S. based on top 50 public companies; worldwide based on top 75 public companies
PART II

Is the Current Tax System Working for Alaskans?
AVERAGE GOVERNMENT TAKE AT $100/BBL

Regime Competitiveness: Average Government Take at $100/bbl

Average Government Take of Global Fiscal Regimes at $100/bbl


ACES
Examples of the Real Giveaway

- ACES has taken away most of the incentive to produce more barrels and more profit at higher prices
  - In FY08, North Slope oil averaged $96.51 per barrel and the total production tax collected was $6.8 billion
  - By next fiscal year (FY14), prices are forecasted to be $13 higher at $109.61, but the total production tax collected is estimated to be $3.8 billion – a decrease of more than $3 billion in unrestricted general fund revenue

- The Ultimate Giveaway:
  - Comparing year-end 2011 and year-end 2012, there were ~40,000 fewer barrels of oil per day flowing through TAPS
  - Approximately 14.6 million barrels a year = $1.46 billion in lost economic activity and value
I. Enhance Alaska’s global competitiveness and investment climate

II. Ensure the permitting process is structured and efficient

III. Facilitate and incentivize the next phases of North Slope development

IV. Promote Alaska’s resources and positive investment climate to world markets

• Secure Alaska’s Future—Oil is the State’s comprehensive strategy to increase TAPS throughput to one million barrels a day

• Governor Parnell’s 2013 State of the State: “Our problem is not below the ground. Our problem is above the ground.”
  
  o The missing piece is meaningful tax reform
  
  o “Our state’s prosperity has always rested on natural resources. Tonight, that foundation is at risk, not because we are running out of oil, but because we are running behind the competition.”
We came to the North Slope in 2011, after many years of reviewing numerous opportunities and turning them down. We considered the North Slope to be an especially promising area that has been shown to be oil rich and with lower exploratory risk than other regions.

Offsetting these positive aspects were the extreme climate, and a short exploration season in a remote, expensive and environmentally sensitive area with little established infrastructure. The biggest negative factor, however, was a tax system that did not encourage long-term investment.

With regards to investment in onshore state lands, we found that in all but the best scenarios, the progressive nature of the ACES petroleum tax structure did not allow for returns that were competitive with opportunities in the lower forty-eight states or other parts of the world.

This view changed in early 2011 when it appeared that serious reform of the ACES tax structure would be enacted...[Repsol was] convinced that the State of Alaska was serious about providing the necessary incentives for new investment. We were also convinced that if we waited for meaningful tax reform to be enacted, we would risk being lost in the rush of companies to Alaska to invest in North Slope exploration and development projects.
PART III

Production, Production, Production, Production
2013 Rig Count:
• Texas=830 active rigs
• Oklahoma=183 active rigs
• North Dakota=174 active rigs
• Pennsylvania=80 active rigs
• Alaska=8 active rigs

Source: ADN Compass Piece, Bill Armstrong, 2-20-13
CS SB21(FIN)’s Major Components are Focused on Incentivizing Production

**ACES**

- **Qualified Capital Credit**
  - Based on 20% of qualified capital expenditures
  - To generate an additional $100 million in capital credits a company must spend $500 million
  - $500 mm x 20% = $100 mm

**CS SB21(FIN)**

- **Per Barrel Credit**
  - Based on taxable production
  - To generate an additional $100 million in credits a company must produce an additional 20 million barrels
  - 20 mm x $5 = $100 mm

- **Gross Value Reduction**
  - GVR is limited to new participating areas, either in a legacy unit or outside a legacy unit
This is about Alaskans’ future—present citizens and future generations.

We clearly have the resource base to turn our oil production decline around.

The status quo of continued decline when there is a global investment boom and literally every other basin in the United States is increasing production is unacceptable.

ACES, although well-intentioned, is significantly contributing to our production decline as well as discouraging potential new entrants.

As production continues to decline, the strain on the state will only grow.

Tax reform must focus on incentivizing production.

“The ANCSA Regional Association is calling on state leaders to continue moving on an oil tax reform bill. Tax reform for the oil and gas industry that results in increased production will give communities across the state access to important economic opportunities. Association members stress the importance of new and increased production with long-term benefits to Alaskans.” — March 28, 2013